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Raiwoha was started in 2010 with a commitment to water
harvesting. It has Head Office at Surat. Projects are undertaken
throughout India. Here you will find sound infrastructure with
modern equipments defining need based solutions. Raiwoha has
work-culture of high quality products and valued services.
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VISION
Lead the arena of efficient society with need based
hydro technology of water body and creat nature
loved demand-supply environment in specific.

MISSION
Raiwoha with a systemic process; aims that user are
studied, dialogued and served to enhance their
efficiency to utilize water in manner that meets supply
from nature and individual aspirations.

“Save Water Safe Nature...”

Raiwoha from day one, has adopted togetherness of technology,
commerce and art. It did so by introducing high quality solutions
and matching technical support across canvas. Each solution is
engineered to make you more happy than you already are. Raiwoha
understands needs of clients pertaining to daily water
requirements, rainfall pattern, aquifer characteristics and other
similar parameters. Site specific water harvesting structures have
been designed and recommended to avail maximum benefits.
Solution on hand looks in to justification of total requirements, less
maintenance and recycling of water body.
Raiwoha addresses water issues through people from diverse
background in India. Committed in developing and undertaking
water harvesting programme. Raiwoha addresses and highlights
the local issues and the traditional systems relating to water
harvesting to further the cause of community based water
management.
Strength
Raiwoha puts all resources for the best man-machine-material
solutions. Services are sharpened with time & technology.
Innovative spirit has made Raiwoha one of the most water-worth
name.
Technical staff of 25 operate with knowledge and expertise to make
sure everything works seamlessly on customers’ changing needs.
‘Support calls’ are monitored with full-time availability and access of
technical staff. Works are executed with utmost precision and with
zero hour loss concept.
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“Save Water Safe Nature...”

Water harvesting
It means capturing rain where it falls or capturing the run off in your own village or
town. And taking measures to keep that water clean by not allowing polluting
activities to take place in the Catchment.
Water harvesting can be undertaken through a variety of ways
Capturing runoff from rooftops
Capturing runoff from local catchments
Capturing seasonal floodwaters from local streams Conserving water through
watershed management
Why recharge is required ?
1. To save energy
2. To reduce water logging
3. To stop salinity ingression
4. To save ground water storage
5. To improve ground water quality

Efficient Recharge/ Filter Pit Technology
Easy to install
Easy to clean by back washing
The floating matter will be float on water
The pit can hold the excess water quantity
The outer screen will not allow to block the filter media
Filter screen with non-clogging slot and high% of open area
The heavy matter and silt will be settled at bottom not clogging the filter media and
can be easily cleaned.
* Attached to PANAM Consultancy

Raiwoha Geotech
Plot No. 92, Unity Ind. Estate, B/h. CNG Gas Pump,Surat-Navsari Main Road, Bhestan, Surat.
Ph. : 0261 2890029, 9925013721, 9925013739
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In almost any urban place in India, we simply turn on the faucet and it flows. This
amazing infrastructure was built over the last century and has supplied us cheap,
plentiful water for decades. Abundant water has been the backbone of our
economy over the last century. However, access to cheap, plentiful water is
becoming a thing of the past around the country and the world.

